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“The epic climax of the Age of the Seventh Sun trilogy…A page-turner from start to finish…A

pulse-quickening, soul-aching, and truly satisfying end to the cycle.” -- Kirkus Reviews (starred

review)The Seventh Sun faces destruction as Mayana and Ahkin race to save their world in the

finale to this “compulsively readable” series -- Rachel A. Marks, author of Fire and Bone.To the

Chicome people, an eclipse is a time of terror. When darkness falls, the barrier separating the

heavens and the earth becomes unstable. Then come the ravening Tzitzimime—the star

demons who thirst for human blood. Mayana and Ahkin know the full extent of the coming

danger, but they must gather support or the Chicome Empire is doomed.As the eclipse nears,

many maneuver for power in this deadly game of worlds ending.Metzi, Ahkin’s treacherous

sister, has seized control of the empire with the aid of the malevolent goddess known as the

Obsidian Butterfly. But Metzi has no idea what the goddess has in store …Yemania and Ochix

face the wrath of both their peoples. Their forbidden liaison may draw ancient enemies together

… or rip the young lovers apart forever.And the princesses who battled fiercely for Ahkin’s

heart in The Seventh Sun meet again—but this time, they must join forces in order to

survive.As for Ahkin and Mayana, the entire empire seems to want to keep them apart. Can

their love endure the end of the world?



PRAISE FOR LANI FORBES“A mythical, magical, and introspective adventure that celebrates

Mesoamerican heritage; more, please.”—Kirkus Reviewson The Jade Bones“If only writing

intrigue, fantasy, adventure, and romance were as easy as Lani Forbes makes it look.

Absolutely fantastic.”—Devri Walls,author of the Venators series, praise for the

series“Breathtaking in scope, this sequel to The Seventh Sun will leave readers clamoring for

volume three!”—Alane Ferguson,Edgar Allan Poe Award winner and authorof over thirty

novels, on The Jade Bones
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Janderson, “Great completion of the series. Knowing the author personally and missing her

now that she is gone, made reading this last book so meaningful. There are phrases in there

that seem meant for her husband and kids and an understanding of death and the afterlife. I'm

thankful for her faith and the legacy left for her kids. This book has a lot packed into it and I

certainly hope these books become movies or a series-- since theater and tv are changing so

quickly. Her descriptions and plot are amazingly woven together. Here's a quote that doesn't

hurt to see ahead... "when you were fighting to protect the ones you loved, the ones who gave

meaning and purpose to this life, you realized why you were living at all. Death did not seem as

terrifying as the thought of losing loved ones, of having to go on without them." And also

mentioning not being afraid of death. This was all finalized before her cancer diagnosis. She

wasn't afraid of her own death except for the loss for her family without her. She truly is in a

better place, but we miss her. I'm thankful there's another book we will all enjoy in a few years.”

Verity Brown, “A thrilling conclusion. This series really needs to be made into a movie or TV

series. Or perhaps an anime. My mind was definitely illustrating the final battle in anime

style.Everything in this volume comes together pretty nearly perfectly, with dual parts of hope

and despair. It was also fun to have the princesses brought back together to carry out a vital

task. The only thing I didn't love was the Disneyesque resolution of the plot. Not that it wasn't a

fitting ending (it definitely was!), but that I, like Princess Yoli (my favorite of the princesses),

prefer things a little darker.”

Sofia Baraklilis, “satisfying conclusion. I've really enjoyed this trilogy. I loved that each POV/

storyline ended in a satisfactory way. I loved that Yemania had a more important role in this

story, and how all the princesses banded together after they were pitted against each other in

the beginning. I loved how star crossed Ahkin and Maya's story was, and how even though

they both survived the nine hells their difficulties still weren't over. I loved that the story was fast

paced and I loved that we saw a different, beautiful side of the city and people of

Ehecatl.Overall I really enjoyed this series that featured a culture/ mythology I wasn't familiar

before and I will definitely be rereading this in the future.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very satisfying ending to a great series. While a little heavy handed in the

spiritual, the story crafted from meso American culture and lore, as well as the depth of

characters is well worth journey through the levels of Xibalba.I am usually exhausted by the

end of a this book, but I could've easily read more in this world with these characters. From

Ehecatl to Omitl, I could've kept going to hear what happened with the other princesses.I am

very glad that first book, which started out very much like The Selection series, went in a

different direction finding freedom, strength, and originality.To Duality and balance”

Halle Ison, “Amazing. Such an amazing ending/wrap up of all the books. I’ve read them all in

less than 2 days. It keep you wanting to know what happens next. Love it and so sad the series

is over.”

Toothless in Texas, “great series finale. Great end to the series. While I can’t say I loved

everything in the book, I will say that the story is rich and well told. I’m sad that there won’t be

any more books by Lani. She was a star that burned so brightly.”

Signature Smooth, “Great Saga. Made me smile. Definitely worth investing in this mythos. I

could see every scene and lived every character. Awesome work.”



The book by Lani Forbes has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 52 people have provided feedback.
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